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OVERVIEW
This summary report has been prepared to assist the reflections of the PEF
Clinical Partnerships and Induction Committee as they consider the
effectiveness of our clinical experiences and partnerships. This committee
is charged with examining data related to GaPSC Standards 2, 3.1,and 4.
STANDARD 2
The provider ensures that effective partnerships and high-quality clinical
practice are central to preparation so that candidates develop the
knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions necessary to demonstrate
positive impact on all P-12 students’ learning and development.
STANDARD 3.1
The provider presents plans and goals to recruit and support completion of
high-quality candidates from a broad range of backgrounds and diverse
populations to accomplish their mission. The admitted pool of candidates
reflects the diversity of America’s P-12 students. The provider demonstrates efforts to know and address community, state, national, regional, or
local needs for hard-to-staff schools and shortage fields, currently, STEM,
English-language learning, and students with disabilities.
STANDARD 4
The provider demonstrates the impact of its completers on P-12 student
learning and development, classroom instruction, and schools, and the
satisfaction of its completers with the relevance and effectiveness of their
preparation.

DATA SOURCES
Data have been summarized for this report. Supporting documents and
complete data files can be found in the Clinical Partnerships and Induction
Committee folder in LiveText.
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OUR MISSION
is to prepare educators who
are:
informed by research,
knowledge and reflective practice;
empowered to ser v e a s
change agents;
committed to and respectful
of all learners; and
engaged with learners, their
families, schools, and local and
global communities.

GSU’S PEF
PARTNERSHIPS
Creating and implementing exemplary
educational programs in metropolitan areas

Our Vision
The vision of the Georgia State University (GSU) Professional Education Faculty (PEF) is to provide international leadership in educational research and to create and implement exemplary educational programs in metropolitan areas.
The PEF envisions a world that embraces diversity; where social justice, democratic ideals, and equal opportunity can
be increasingly enacted; and where technology is used to enhance opportunities for human development. The PEF believes that all people should be lifelong learners.

Our Mission
The GSU PEF represents a joint enterprise within an urban research university between the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Education, working in collaboration with P-16 faculty from diverse metropolitan schools. Grounded in these collaborations, our mission is to prepare educators (i.e., teachers and other professional school personnel)
who are:



informed by research, knowledge and reflective practice;



empowered to ser v e a s cha n g e a g ents;



committed to and respectful of all learners; and



engaged with learners, their families, schools, and local and global communities.



Suggestions for PEIS 2018—Prepare students for interview questions by preparing an FAQ sheet and distributing

Action Items to Be Addressed in 2018-2019
Index Cards to students.


Explore having a Career Fair in Spring 2019 (Requested by multiple counties.)



Review Feedback from the 2018 CPIC Luncheon Attendees and address items.



Roll out Mentor Modules and collect data on usage and effectiveness. Use of Mentor Modules will assist us in capturing greater feedback from our P-12 Partners and address issues reported in our Cooperating Teacher Survey
from the previous year.
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Our Partnerships Encompass the Standards
Co-Constructed and Mutually Beneficial
Partnerships for Clinical Preparation:
2.1 Partners co-construct mutually beneficial P-12 school and community arrangements, including technologybased collaborations, for clinical preparation and share responsibility for continuous improvement of candidate
preparation. Partnerships for clinical preparation can follow a range of forms, participants, and functions. They
establish mutually agreeable expectations for candidate entry, preparation, and exit; ensure that theory and practice are linked; maintain coherence across clinical and academic components of preparation; and share accountability for candidate outcomes.
Clinical Educators:
2.2 Partners co-select, prepare, evaluate, support, and retain high-quality clinical educators, both provider- and
school-based, who demonstrate a positive impact on candidates’ development and P-12 student learning and development. In collaboration with their partners, providers use multiple indicators and appropriate technologybased applications to establish, maintain, and refine criteria for selection, professional development, performance
evaluation, continuous improvement, and retention of clinical educators in all clinical placement settings.
Clinical Experiences:
2.3 The provider works with partners to design clinical experiences of sufficient depth, breadth, diversity, coherence, and duration to ensure that candidates demonstrate their developing effectiveness and positive impact on
all students’ learning and development. Clinical experiences, including technology-enhanced learning opportunities, are structured to have multiple performance-based assessments at key points within the program to demonstrate candidates’ development of the knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions, as delineated in Standard
1, that are associated with a positive impact on the learning and development of all P-12 students.
Plan for Recruitment of Diverse Candidates who Meet Employment Needs:
3.1 The provider presents plans and goals to recruit and support completion of high-quality candidates from a
broad range of backgrounds and diverse populations to accomplish their mission. The admitted pool of candidates reflects the diversity of America’s P-12 students. The provider demonstrates efforts to know and address
community, state, national, regional, or local needs for hard-to-staff schools and shortage fields, currently,
STEM, English-language learning, and students with disabilities.

Clinical
Preparation
2.1

Clinical
Educators
2.2

Clinical
Experiences
2.3

Candidate
Recruitment
3.1
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Woodrow Wilson Fellows:
APS, Dekalb. GSU

THE BRIDGE
GSU, DEKALB, APS :
DR. CARLA TANGUAY, MS. NOREEN
PRICE, DR. LEAH TURNER ,AND
DR. QUALYN MCINTYRE

Developed with the support of the
Metro-Atlanta P-20 Collaborative, the
BRIDGE supports candidates transition
from programs to induction. Teacher
preparation programs work with
interns to analyze data from their
programs and draft an initial
document outlining strengths and
areas for support that can be
addressed
in
a
professional
improvement plan during induction.
Alignments have been created
between the Intern KES and edTPA
and the Teacher KES system to create
a bridge from preservice to inservice.
Partners work collaboratively to
facilitate use of the bridge to
implement plans and support during
induction. GSU and partner districts
are collaboratively working with both
preservice teachers and principals to
understand how the plan , drafted at
the completion of the program, can
be used during the interview process
and in the first years of teaching.
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The Woodrow Wilson Fellowship program recruits both
recent graduates and career changers to teach in highneeds secondary schools in Atlanta Public Schools and
Dekalb County. Fellows receive $30,000 stipend to
complete a clinically based master’s program with a year
-long residency experience. The 2018-2019 cohort
members
have
backgrounds
in
engineering,
mathematics, computer science, chemistry, biology, and
physics. Upon graduation, fellows commit to teaching in
high-needs areas and receive ongoing mentoring and
support throughout the induction period. According to
the program director Dr. Christine Thomas, the strongest
component of the program is the partnership with the
schools. She noted, “DeKalb County assigned Noreen
Price to work closely with us and Atlanta Public Schools
assigned Qualyn McIntyre. ... So our partnerships with
our school districts were very strong. That included
working towards the year long placements, having
someone inside the district know the schools, the
principals and the best teachers to have to work with this
project. We maintained close contact and ongoing
communication throughout the program... Wilson has a
strong recruitment process in bringing in candidates
from around the country. Basically that is what our
partnership has been about, but it goes beyond the
program into the first 3 years of teaching, providing
additional learning experiences in terms of professional
development for the Wilson fellows and ensuring that
they have that support structure for 3 years in their
teaching.”

GSU and the
Metro Atlanta P-20 Collaborative
Georgia State University is an active member of the Metro Atlanta P-20 Collaborative. The P-20
Collaborative establishes and maintains partnerships that focus on continuous school improvement
and student learning through the preparation of candidates and the professional development of P20 educators. The collaborative has focused on recruitment, induction, culturally responsive instruction and educational leadership. GSU’s involvement in the collaborative has led to such initatives as The Bridge which ensures a seamless transition from preservice to inservice education,
the Fulton First Step recruitment initiative, and GSU faculty involvement in Dekalb’s induction
program (P.R.I.D.E.). School systems in the collaborative include Butts County, Clayton County,
Cobb County, Dekalb County, Douglas County, Fayette County, Forsyth County, Fulton County,
Henry County, Houston County, Lamar County, Newton County, Pike County,
Rockdale County, Spalding County, Thomaston-Upson County, Atlanta Public Schools, Bufrod City,
Decatur City, Marietta City, Commission Carter Schools, and Georgia Charter Schools Association.

GWINNETT COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SPECIAL EDUCATION INTERNSHIP
GCPS initiated a mutually beneficial partnership with the GSU ECEE BSE Elementary Education Dual
Program (Coordinator Dr. Carla Tanguay) and BSE/MAT Special Education Programs (Coordinator Dr.
Dashonda Patterson) to offer an extended internship to provide county specific special education
training, recruitment and support for interns. According to Dr. Tanguay, the collaboration provides, “a
great opportunity for our candidates to get to work under a strong teacher, and to attend professional
learning sessions that tie to the coursework.” The partnership helps to recruit candidates into a highneeds field identified by the district and supports candidates’ transition into the workforce.
Program highlights include:


Professional learning sessions for interns offered by the county.



Selection of mentor teachers who are highly skilled and trained.



Continuation of student teaching until end of the year to experience how school is closed down.



Stipend of $4000 to complete the extended experience with the offer of an early contract with the
district.
Our Partnerships
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Fulton First-Step 2.0
Fulton County School System (FCSS) , under the direction of Dr. Marsha Francis and the visionary support of the
Chief Talent Officer Ronnie Wade, created a mutually beneficial partnership with four institutions of higher education,
including GSU, whereby mentor teachers are selected based upon their knowledge and performance in the
classroom and experience mentoring and teaching. Mentor teachers complete GSU’s Mentoring Modules and
participate in joint orientations with interns during the summer. GSU Initial teacher preparation program candidates
are placed in yearlong internships/student teaching with the identified mentors, and candidate progress is monitored
regularly upon observation by school-based and university personnel. Other incentives, such as stipends, laptops,
county emails, professional learning activities, and early contracts based upon performance are afforded to the
teacher candidates. FCSS benefits with new hires filling gaps in high-need teaching positions, GSU benefits through the
collaborative preparation of mentors and supervision of interns. Dr. Carla Tanguay, Dr. Caroline Sullivan, Ms. Tyanne
Pethel, and Dr. Joyce Many participated in the First Step participant meetings in 17-18.
Teacher Candidate:

Mr. Jeff Brown

Cooperating Teacher:

Mrs. Erin King

School: North Springs

High School

Content Area:

English

Mrs. King noted, “Mr. Brown really shows a connection with the students and that he cares about
their progress. He recently made appropriate
connections to a 10th grade ELA class to teach
tone. The examples resonated with students and
connected to their interests.”
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Collaboration and Refection to Enhance Atlanta
Teacher Effectiveness (CREATE), merges an innovative teacher residency model with increased
opportunities for teacher collaboration, reflection, and work to address inequitable practices in
schools.
The program is led by Atlanta Neighborhood
Charter School’s Center for Collaborative Learning (Project Director Elizabeth Hearn) and Georgia
State University’s College of Education and Human Development (PI: Dr. Stephanie Behm Cross, Co-PIs: and CoResearchers: Dr. Nadia Behizadeh, Dr. Rhina Fernandez Williams, Dr. Jake Hackett, Dr. Camea Davis, and Sumayah
Clark). CREATE also collaborates with Empirical Education, a national leader in education evaluation that monitors
the implementation and impacts of programming and assists with dissemination of results, the School Reform Initiative, and Emory University’s Center for Contemplative Science and Compassion-Based Ethics. The supportive and productive partnership between these organizations and the local school district, Atlanta Public Schools, builds capacity for
effective teaching, strong and positive school climate, and student-centered, equitable learning environments in publicly-funded charter and traditional neighborhood schools of southeast Atlanta.

Individual

• Multi-layered practicum/teaching supports
• Training: mental stability, well-being, compassion
• Training: cultural competency/equity
Experienced Educator Training

Community

• Training: mental stability, well-being, compassion
• Training: cultural competency/equity
• Transformational learning communities

Induction Organizations Collaborative (IOC)
• Clarify, hone and align programming
• Theory informs practice

Systems

Student Achievement/Engagement

3-year Residency Program

Teacher Effectiveness and Retention

In describing the CREATE program, Project Director Elizabeth Hearn underscored the strength of the partnership saying, “It's [strengths are the ] equity-based admissions policy, emotional and financial support of teacher-candidates, and
the carefully chosen mentor teachers who are trained for the express purpose of maximizing the learning of the teachercandidate resident.”

and practice informs theory

Our Partnerships
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Equipping Schools, Communities, and Universities for
Excellence in Language Acquisition (ESCUELA)
Drs. Laura May, Cathy Amanti, Sue Kasan, and Gary Bingham head the ESCUELA project which recruits,
trains, and supports teachers for dual language immersion classroom settings. In dual language immersion
classrooms, students spend half of the day learning in English and the other half of the day learning in a
target language. Currently 38 dual language immersion schools in Georgia prepare students in the areas of
Spanish, French, German, and Chinese.
The ESCUELA grant is a partnership between GSU, the Georgia Department of Education, the Latin
American Association, Smarties Academy, the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs, Georgia State’s Office of
Latino Services and Outreach, Atlanta Public Schools, Cobb County Schools, Douglas County Schools, and
Gwinnett County Schools. The project focuses on family and community-focused recruitment and
professional development activities, offers career support for area high schoolers and their families, and
will provide tuition support for college applicants
interested in becoming dual language
immersion teachers. In September, Dr. Sue
“We hope the number of dual language
Kasan and ESCUELA project coordinator Jyoti
immersion programs continues to grow and
Kaneria (pictured above) met with at least
strongly believe that all students should have the
100 family members interested in becoming
opportunity to become bilingual and biliterate.”
dual language immersion teachers at the
Dr. Laura May
Atlanta area Feria Educativa (Educational Fair)
hosted by the Latin American Association.
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CREST-ED
GSU, APS, CLAYTON, DEKALB, FULTON, ALBANY STATE, LEARNING FORWARD
In 2014, the U.S. Department of Education awarded the
College of Education and Human Development 7.5 million dollars for its Collaboration and Resources for Encouraging and Supporting Transformations in Education
(CREST-Ed) Program. CREST-Ed develops and maintains partnerships with schools and organizations that
share our commitment to improving student achievement through the recruitment, preparation, development, and retention of qualified teachers. CREST-Ed
focuses on effective pre-baccalaureate teacher preparation programs as well as innovative post- baccalaureate
programs and residencies.
The hallmark of CREST-Ed is our Teacher Residency
Program. This initiative provides effective pre-service
teacher preparation through data driven graduate degree
programs with a year-long apprenticeship. Our residency
program allows preservice teacher candidates to develop
as teachers throughout the year in a supportive and collaborative cohort.
The CREST- Ed program recruits from underrepresented
populations to teach in high needs partnership schools,
rural communities, and teacher shortage areas. Recruitment has focused on mid-career professionals from other
occupations, former military personnel, and recent college graduates with a record of academic distinction.
Partner districts assist with the recruitment through
their various communities and communication resources. As of 2018, there are 39 urban and 15 rural residents for a total of 54 CREST-Ed Teacher Residents.

are also eligible to work as a graduate research assistant,
which includes a tuition waiver, and a small monetary
payment disbursed through Georgia State University
during fall and spring semesters.
During the fall semester, the Teacher Residents are at
their school placements four days a week and at Georgia
State for cohort professional learning community one
day a week. The professional learning activities are led by
the district coordinators and presenters who are knowledgeable in their specific fields. In addition, Teacher residents also receive training in the use of Critical Friends
Group Protocols by our CCLC staff.
Teacher Residents learn through collaboration and coteaching with their Mentor Teachers. Mentor Teachers
support and guide Teacher Residents using a co-teaching
model to enhance their knowledge of current best practices. The Mentor Teachers receive a payment of $1,0000
for their services.
GSU’s Counseling program provides anti-bullying training for students, teachers, and parents in CREST-Ed
schools to promote social development in the schools
and communities. To date, more than 250 certified personnel and many of the K-12 students in those teachers’
classrooms have benefited from the professional development provided by CREST-Ed faculty. The Wellness
and Health Program started by K&H experts have developed multiple ways to help the teachers at the treatment
schools to keep active and healthy.

Residents commit to a three -year service obligation at a
high need school teaching a high need subject. The
Teacher Residents receive a stipend of $25,000 through
the school district where they are student teaching. They

CREST-Ed

Principal Investigator:

Dr. Gwen Benson

Project Director

Dr. Gladys Yarbrough

Co PI’s

2018 Residents

-Research and Evaluation:

Dr. William Curlette

-Accountability/ Budget:

Dr. Susan Ogletree

-Teacher Residencies, SPED:

Dr. DaShaunda Patterson

-Teacher Residencies, STEM:

Dr. Joseph Feinberg

-Pre Bac Reform/Residencies:

Dr. Terry Fisher

-Arts and Sciences:

Dr. Margo Alexander

Our Partnerships
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PEF RETREAT—MAY 2018

The PEF 2018 Retreat : “Preparing Educators to Use Technology to Meet the Needs of
ALL Learners” was a collaborative opportunity for PEF faculty to hear from learning
technology experts at GSU and from the P-12 settings regarding preparing candidates to
use technology effectively in P-12 schools. Panels of educators shared current best
practice in schools and faculty, P-12 educators and GSU students met to discuss current
programs and recommendations for the future (see graphic below). This work was
funded by a grant from CEEDAR (Center for Effective Educator Development and Reform).

JUNTOS:
ECEE’s UACM, Dekalb, and APS Partnership
Through Juntos, a National Professional Development
Grant funded by the Federal Department of Education, all
UACM candidates with a signed three-year service
agreement to teach in a high needs school receive up
to $10,000 in participant stipend/tuition assistance
towards teacher certification and ESOL endorsement. This
project involves a partnership between the ECEE MAT in
Elementary Education degree faculty (Dr. Nancy Schafer
Coordinator), Dekalb, and Atlanta Public Schools.

10 Clinical Partnerships—Diversity and Technology

PEF Advisory Board Members 2018-2019
The Professional Education Faculty’s Advisory Board is composed of up to fifteen members selected by the Professional
Education Council, on recommendation of the Executive Committee, representing schools, school systems and twoyear colleges that work closely with education programs at Georgia State University. (Members attend both in person
and virtually. Members present in person for the Fall 2018 meeting are pictured above .)


Elizabeth Hearn, Director, CREATE Teacher Residency Program, Atlanta Neighborhood Charter School



Andrea Kiel, Ed.D, Teacher, M. Agnes Jones Elementary, Atlanta Public Schools



Rita McGlothlin, Recruitment Operations Manager, Atlanta Public Schools



Justin Spurley, Ed.D., Teacher, Elite Scholars Academy, Clayton County School System



Samuel Homes, Music Educator, Dekalb County School System



Noreen Price, Ed.S., Professional Learning Coordinator II, Dekalb County School System



Andrew Spires, Ed.D., Teacher, Lakeside High School, Dekalb County School System



Leigh Turner, Ed.D., Professional Learning Coordinator II, Dekalb County School System



Taylor Barton, Principal, Lake Forest Elementary, Fulton County School System



Marsha Francis, Ph.D., Program Specialist, Talent Management, Fulton County School System



Amy Lemons, Principal, New Prospect Elementary School, Fulton County School System



Patrice Pendergast, Director, Recruitment and Retention, Gwinnett County School System



Keysha E. Robinson, Ed. S., Director of Critical Needs Staffing, Gwinnett County School System



Chandra Walker, Ph.D., Executive Director, Human Resources, Gwinnett County School System



Denise Richardson, Ph.D., Curriculum Coordinator, Rockdale County School System

Clinical Partnerships
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OUR PARTNERSHIPS RESULT IN HIGH QUALITY CLINICAL
EXPERIENCES IN URBAN SCHOOLS
In the year 2017-2018, there were 380 student
teaching field placements in 19 counties. GSU is
committed to preparing candidates to be
effective at meeting the needs of diverse
learners and to be committed to social justice
and equity. We support candidates’ ability to
critically reflect on problems of practice, ask
probing questions, and brainstorm solutions for
complex teaching situations.

In 2017-2018, 72% of our
student teaching placements
were in high-needs schools.

High-needs schools are defined utilizing the federal definition of enrollment of more than 50% students receiving free/reduced lunch or more than 60% of students being from minority backgrounds.

12 Clinical Experiences—Diversity

County

Total
Placements

High-needs
Placements

APS

66

61

92%

Cherokee

3

0

0%

Clayton

5

5

100%

Cobb

26

13

50%

Decatur

5

0

0%

DeKalb

108

96

83.0%

Fayette

12

10

75%

Forsyth

10

0

0%

Fulton

31

21

68%

Gwinnett

78

50

64%

Henry

5

4

80%

Marietta

3

3

100%

Newton

1

1

100%

Race “Still” Matters: Preparing
Culturally Relevant Teachers
Dr. Tonia Durden, Dr. Caitlin
McMunn, & Dr. Diane Truscott
Race, Ethnicity and Education,
2016, 19 (5), 1003-1024.

This qualitative study explores racial
identity development of teacher
candidates
during
a
teacher
preparation program dedicated to
preparing
teachers
for
diverse
classrooms.
Two
black
teacher
candidates in the US demonstrate their
racial identity development through
critical reflections offered throughout
the program. Findings suggest that
teachers' racial identities shaped their
constructions of culturally relevant
(CR) pedagogy. Implications for
teacher education programs include
considering how the development of
CR pedagogues is influenced by teacher
candidates' racial identities and
experiences

2018 CEHD Partnership Award
Dr. R. Stephen Green ~ Dekalb
Dr. Green was appointed superintendent
of the DeKalb County School District in
2015. He is intentional about working in
partnership with GSU and has designated
key staff as point people for our
collaborative work. Dekalb has been an
integral partner in our residency programs
which recruit candidates for high need
fields, including CREST-Ed, Net-Q, and
PDS2, grants and the Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship program.
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CPIC Luncheon
March 2018
Preparing New Educators—Working
Together with P-12 Partners

What are your needs for New Teachers?
Two districts spoke of Special Education Teachers – All Levels.
ELA Teachers-HS, Math Teachers –HS
 Diverse candidates to reflect our student population
 MLE candidates with both math and science cert as opposed to Math w/ELA and SS or
Science w/ELA and SS



What are your recommendations for ensuring rich clinical experiences?
Yearlong placements
 Matching students with master teachers that are well rounded and versed
 Preparing students to be successful in the classroom


Ongoing support—University Supervisors can make a significant difference in a teacher
candidate experience
 Mentor Modules sound like a good idea


How can we work together to help New Educators Succeed and Stay?
Bridge district induction programs with mentors from clinical placement.
 Let mentor teachers be more aware of teacher candidate’s assignment completion. Students report a frustration with “busy work”.
 Continue requirement into our program (CREATE).
 Make sure principals know to engage the pre-service teacher. Help with connection.


The Clinical Practice and Induction Committee invited representatives from City Schools of Decatur, Clayton County
Schools, Fulton County Schools, Atlanta Neighborhood Charter, Newton County Schools, Purpose Built Schools, Atlanta Public Schools, Marietta Schools, and Dekalb County Schools to attend the spring luncheon. Ten P-12 partners
working in field placement, recruitment and talent management and 12 faculty from diverse GSU preparation programs
joined in discussion of where we are and what we can do to improve.
14 Clinical Partnerships

COOPERATING TEACHERS’
Ratings of Effectiveness of GSU Programs
Conceptual Framework Learning Outcomes

Unit Mean
N = 228

Our candidates use their knowledge of child,
adolescent, and adult development and theories of learning to design meaningful educational opportunities for all learners.
Our candidates possess and use researchbased, discipline-specific knowledge and
pedagogy to facilitate learning for all.
Our candidates reflect critically upon data as
part of a recursive process when planning,
implementing and assessing teaching, learning, and development.
Our candidates critically analyze educational
policies and/or practices that affect learners
in metropolitan contexts.

Our candidates know and respect individual
differences, establish productive and ethical
relationships with candidates, and modify
the learning environment to positively impact student learning.
Our candidates create engaging learning
communities where the diverse perspectives,
opinions, and beliefs of others are acknowledged and respected.
Our candidates commit to continuing personal and professional development.
Our candidates use knowledge of students’
cultures, experiences, and communities to
create and sustain culturally responsive
classrooms and schools.
Our candidates coordinate time, space, activities, technology and other resources to provide active and equitable engagement of diverse learners in real world experiences.
Our candidates implement appropriate communication techniques to provide for learner
interaction within local and global communities.

P-12 Mean
N = 135

N = 69

CF 1.1

3.46

3.25

CF 1.2

3.41

3.35

CF 1.3

3.33

3.24

CF 1.4

3.30

3.25

CF 2.1

3.66

3.51

CF 2.2

3.60

3.46

CF 2.3

3.53

3.40

CF 3.1

3.54

3.34

CF 3.2

3.42

3.34

CF 3.3

3.43

3.27

N= 24
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Responsive Classroom
Management: Empowering
Students and Teachers in
Schools
Dr. Nancy Schafer & Dr. Kim
Stevens

Feedback from P-12 Partners: Co
Table 1

Usefulness of Orientation/Initial Information
Unit
N = 228

Journal of Urban Learning,
Teaching, and Research, 2018,
14, 27-36.

The current study was undertaken to
better
understand
classroom
management and its commonalities
across the teachers. Additional data
analysis revealed connections between
the certification program and teachers'
implementation of a responsive
classroom management approach that
included common vocabulary, theories,
and methods.
This research reveals important
connections
between
teacher
preparation and effective teaching in
urban high-poverty schools, which has
practical
implications
for
those
concerned with this population of
students and families.

P-12

N=135

N = 24

Very Useful

29%

Somewhat Useful

42%

Not Useful
No orientation

17%

/initial materials

This research explores a finding from a
multicase study of effective teachers
working in urban high-poverty schools
who used responsive classroom
management as a tool. While classroom
management was not the focus of the
larger study, it emerged as a finding
that was critical for participants as they
fostered success for their students, and
in the process, preserved and
strengthened their commitments to
work in challenging school contexts.

ECEE

11%

12%

Each semester, cooperating teachers receive a survey from the
CEHD Dean’s Office about the effectiveness of support provided
by GSU during the field placement. In the first section of this survey, questions address issues specific to field placements and
clinical experiences such as: the kind of orientation provided,
number of visits by the field supervisor, etc., and whether these
supports were deemed adequate by the cooperating teachers. We
received a total of 228 responses.
Cooperating teachers indicated the most common approach used
for orientation was a visit by the university supervisor (41%) , a
handbook or online orientation (28%) or both a visit and a manual (25%.
As shown in Table 1, the majority of the cooperating teachers in
all programs found the orientations/initial information provided
to be useful, however, 29% of P-12 mentors (in comparison to
15% ECEE and 5% MSE) indicated they had not received an orientation or it was not useful.
The majority of cooperating teachers from all program groups
felt the amount of time in the field was just right. (Table 2)
Some of the cooperating teachers (46%) hosting P-12 candidates
felt GSU supervisors should visit the preservice teachers more
frequently. (Table 4)

Table 2

Just Right
Too Little
Too Much
16 Clinical Partnerships, Educators, Experiences—Diversity

Amount of Time in Field
Unit

ECEE

P-12

N = 228

N=135

N = 24

86%

1%

86%

82%
12%

100%
0%

1%

6%

0%

Bridging Pedagogy and
Practice: From Coursework to
Field Experiences in a Teacher
Preparation Program

ooperating Teachers’ Perspectives
Table 2

Usefulness of Handbooks/Manuals
Unit
N = 228

ECEE

P-12

N=135

N = 24

Very Useful

26%

Somewhat Useful

46%

Not Useful
I did not receive a
handbook/
manual

1%

28%

Informative Teacher Candidate Feedback. Cooper ating
teachers felt that teacher candidates being observed by their university
supervisors and receiving immediate feedback that was vital for selfreflection and improvement.
“By the teacher being able to speak with the supervisor from GSU directly, was very beneficial to the professional development of the student intern.”The observational tool is a great tool for student teachers to know their progress and improvements.” “The flexibility of the
program was great for working students.”

Number of Times Candidate Was Observed
by Supervisor

Just Right
Too Little
Too Much

Unit

ECEE

P-12

N = 228

N=135

N = 24

84%

Georgia Educational
Researcher, 2018, 14 (2), 24-35.

33%

Field Experience Opportunities. The cooper ating teacher s
commented that GSU designs field experiences efficiently to help interns have a deep understanding of theory on human development and
professionalism, and then be able to apply it in the field. Cooperating
teachers felt that field experiences are the key to becoming a teacher
and gain the “real perspective” on teaching. Cooperating teachers also
appreciated the participation of student teachers in class activities, creating lesson plans, and engaging with student. .
“GSU does a great job with allowing students to see the classroom as
a hands-on experience with a educational theory.”
”I love that interns have the ability to go to class 2 days a week and
have field experience 2 days a week. She was able to carry over many
school ideas into the classroom and vice versa.”

Table 4

Dr. Judith M. Emerson, Dr. Pier
Junor Clarke, & Dr. Alesia M.
Moldavan

87%

84%
13%

7%

3%

6%

In this study, two teacher educators,
one special education faculty and one
mathematics
education
faculty,
examined ways to infuse educational
theory into their practice to develop
preservice teachers' ability to meet the
demands of the 21st century classroom.
The study took place at an urban
university in the southeastern United
States where the teacher education
program prepares future educators for
the most diverse classroom settings
existing in U.S. public schools today.
Results informed the teacher educators
of relevant challenges preservice
teachers experience with regard to
instructional design that addresses the
needs of diverse learners. The action
research study took place over a 3semester period during which time the
teacher
educators
learned
how
structured supports enhanced their
students' abilities to develop effective
instruction for diverse learners.

54%
46%
0%
Clinical Partnerships, Educators, Experiences—Diversity
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Reframing for Social Justice:
The Influence of Critical
Friendship Groups on
Preservice Teachers’ Reflective
Practice
Dr. Nadia Behizadeh , Dr. Clarice
Thomas, & Dr. Stephanie Behm
Cross
Journal of Teacher Education,
2017, 1-17. DOE https://
doi.org/10.1177/002248711773730
6

A primary goal of teacher preparation
programs should be to develop the
reflective and critical problem-solving
capacities
of
preservice
teachers,
especially social justice–oriented programs
that prepare teachers to work in urban
schools with historically underserved
youth. Through an analysis of participants’
biweekly posts to discussion boards, this
qualitative case study examines common
dilemmas for a group of 11 racially diverse
undergraduate preservice middle school
teachers and descriptions of their process
during Critical Friendship Group protocols.
Results reveal that most dilemmas
revolved around relationships with others,
curriculum and instruction, and perceived
deficiencies of students. However, through
the process of engaging in reflective
conversations supported by classroom
activities, some participants reenvisioned
the initial dilemma, such as reframing
deficiency views as pedagogical or
relationship issues. In addition, all
participants articulated benefits of the
Critical Friendship Group meetings in their
reflections.

COOPERATING TEACHERS’
Strengths of Programs
The cooperating teachers identified several strengths
pertaining to the design and implementation of Georgia State
University’s teacher preparation program. Some of these were
listed on page 19 and the others are de-tailed below. To see
program specific feedback, programs can see LiveText.
Communication of High Expectations. The cooper ating teachers mentioned that they gained a lot from the GSU
supervisors especially the materials needed to assist student
teachers. They appreciated being placed with motivated student
teachers who strive for greatness and were willing to take feedback from their cooperating teachers to help them through their
internship experience.
Teacher candidates were “aware of the program and knew
what to expect” and prepared to “come in ready to learn and
help teach.” “The program allowed student teachers to gain a
lot from their cooperating teachers, accepted their constructive
criticism, and applied those practices to help through their
mentor teaching experience”
Pedagogy Preparation. Sever al cooper ating teacher s
addressed how programs adequately equipped teacher candidates with the skills to effectively plan lessons, analyze student
work, and provide appropriate feedback to students and parents.
Cooperating teachers found student teachers competent in implementation of activities using technology to meet the needs of
diverse learners. Programs also provided real-world experiences
with diverse learners in urban settings which aligns with high
scores for CF 2.1. The cooperating teachers also liked programs’ use of research based approaches, discipline-specific
knowledge, and pedagogy to facilitate learning for student
teachers.

Teacher candidates “gave their cooperating teachers their
trust in making sure they learn the core content of education
and if not they were always willing to learn.” Student teachers
came into the classrooms with a “motivational attitude” on
learning new concepts and theories to better understand diversity and how the classroom is ran smoothly to acknowledge different cultures across the world. “By having someone there to
give the nurture side of learning to teach, ally adds learning to
the teacher preparation program.”
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COOPERATING TEACHERS’
Recommendations
Communication. Cooperating teachers
suggested that they needed more materials GSU
and advance notification of student students that
they were assigned to. Cooperating teachers and
student teachers should meet prior to them working, to better understand the student and understand their goals, values and their passion. They
recommend that relationships be established early
on so that the time spent in the classroom can truly be collaborative with the cooperating teacher. .
“I would have liked to know my student teacher
ahead of time. Diving straight into teaching is
difficult without have a background and rapport with the teaching intern” I knew that I
would be hosting a student teacher but I had no
idea that she would come the first day that I reported. The only information that I had was her
name. Also, I did not know any dates for submission of materials other than what I was told
by the candidate”. “More electronic communication and less paper and pencil”

“I would have liked for the candidate to be able
to spend more time with the students. Two days
a week, in my opinion, was not enough time for
the candidate to effectively, or even try implement pedagogy learned from the program.”
Candidates seem overwhelmed with the
intricate details of lesson planning over actually implementing the lessons and reflecting on
the effectiveness of the lesson they planned.
Candidates should be spending more time designing activities, looking at data, creating
formative assessments, providing formative
feedback to students, and engaging with students.

Field Placement Timing. Some cooperating teachers suggest that the university supervisors needed to visit candidates at their school
placement more often to understand their implementation of social justice and culturally responsive teaching in their lessons. They also recommended additional observations for struggling student teachers, especially towards the end of stuExpectations. Before the first day of the
field placement, the cooperating teachers suggest- dent teaching. Other time conflicts caused by overed that a joint orientation meeting occurs between lapping calendars also cause confusion.
the teacher candidates, the university supervisors, “My candidate mentioned that she had only oband the cooperating teachers to outline expectaserved a middle school classroom for a few hours.
tions in the field placement. In addition, the coopBoth of her student teaching placements were alerating teachers recommended weekly (or monthso suburban schools with similar socioeconomic
ly) calendar of events, while considering the coopneeds. I feel this is a very narrow view for a preerating teacher’s school calendar and expectations. Many cooperating teacher also mentioned a service teacher. Atlanta has such a wide-range of
school systems/school communities, that this
need for more “actual teaching time” for the stucould be remedied in the future.”
dent teachers.
Pedagogy. Several cooperating teachers
suggested that students need more content classes to prepare for teaching content in the classroom. Also, cooperating teachers felt that student
teachers needed to focus on creating lessons that
are engaging, “focus on real world experiences”,
and not get lost in technicalities of planning.
Clinical Partnerships, Educators, Experiences—Diversity
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GAPSC ~ STANDARD 3.1
Plan for Recruitment of Diverse Candidates who Meet
Employment Needs:
The provider presents plans and goals to recruit and support
completion of high-quality candidates from a broad range of
backgrounds and diverse populations to accomplish their
mission. (p. 20-22)
The admitted pool of candidates reflects the diversity of
America’s P-12 students. (p. 23)
The provider demonstrates efforts to know and address
community, state, national, regional, or local needs for hardto-staff schools and shortage fields, currently, STEM, Englishlanguage learning, and students with disabilities. (p. 12, 21)

Recruiting Diverse
Candidates


Preparation for Applying

Perimeter College Supports Students’ Preparation for GACE Ethics Entry Test
One way Perimeter College supports the recruitment of education majors is to support their preparation for the GACE Ethics Entry Test. According to Dr. Ursula Thomas, in EDUC 2110 at Perimeter
College students study the Georgia Code of Ethics and complete practice quizzes to help them prepare
for the admission assessment.



GACE Program Admission Assessment Practice Materials Available
Prospective applicants who want to prepare for taking the GACE Program Admission Assessment can
contact Dr. Ruchi Bhatnagar (Unit Assessment Coordinator at gsugacehelp@gsu.edu) for access to
free online study materials. GSU maintains a license with Longsdale publisher to provide access to
course materials and practice tests.
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PEF ADVISORY BOARD

Recruitment Strategy: 2018 Academy
for Future Teachers

RECRUITMENT FEEDBACK



3-Week summer STEM program

What are your biggest
recruitment needs?



48 high school students (41 African American, 4 Hispanics, 3
Caucasians (30% male)



Fulton, Dekalb, Gwinnett, APS, Cobb , Newton, Henry, Douglas, Clayton, Private/Religious



Designed lessons and taught 25-30 pre-K children and 60
After-School All-Stars middle-school students

Participants indicated an
overall desire to have more
GSU completers in their
schools.
Specific needs
highlighted included the
STEM
areas,
Special
Education,
Elementary
Education, and teachers
from
underrepresented
groups (including men of
color). Also discussed was
the need for teachers to be
well prepared in the area of
literacy and for special
education teachers to also
have content preparation
which enables them to
teach content to high school
special education students
in resource room settings.

Does your district have a
‘signing
day’
for
education
majors
planned
for
spring
2019? How can we help
make this day special?
Gwinnett County schools
and Dekalb County Schools
indicated they would be
having a signing day for
high school students who
are declaring education as
their major on May 7. Carla
Tanguay
and
Laurie
Forstner have participated
in these events in the past
year and CEHD will make
plans to support these
events again in 2019.

Recruitment Strategy: Introduce More
Freshman to Field of Education
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RECRUITMENT
As shown in the table below and described in the
previous section, in 2017-2018 GSU Partnership
Initiatives included a strong emphasis on recruitment
of students into the profession. In addition to these
projects, GSU recruits students through the Academy
for Future Teachers and the CEHD Perspectives classes
focusing on Teaching in Today’s Society. Feedback
from our P-12 partners helps us to understand area
needs and find new ways to reach out to potential
applicants. See the stories on the following pages for
more information.

Partnership
Recruitment
Initiatives

Focus
Students

Districts

Woodrow Wilson Fellows

MAT Students – M/S

APS, Dekalb

CREST Ed Residencies

MAT Students (all areas)

APS, Dekalb, Clayton, Fulton, Gwinnett

CREATE Residencies

Undergrad., MAT (ECEE/MLE)

APS, Atlanta Neighborhood Charter

UACM/Juntos

Post-Bac/MAT (ECEE/ESOL)

APS, Dekalb

Fulton First Step

Undergraduates/MAT

Fulton

Gwinnett Sp. Ed. Internships

BSE, MAT Sp.Ed. Dual Cert

Gwinnett

ESCUELA

Future Dual Language
Immersion Teachers

APS, Douglas, Cobb, Gwinnett

The World Language
Teacher Shortage: Taking a
New Direction
Dr. Pete Swanson, Dr.
Shannon Mason
Foreign Language Annuals,

international leaders have made
teacher shortage. For almost 70
years, such rhetoric has been

recruitment and retention to which
a variety of stakeholders (e.g.,

advanced, yet world language

parents, administrators, language

teacher shortages remain in many

teacher associations) can contribute

countries such as Australia, Canada, immediately in order to address the
Ireland, New Zealand, the United

world language teacher shortage in

Kingdom, and the United States.

earnest.

51, 695-262
In this article, the authors discuss

Since the end of World War II,
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of the shortage before advancing

calls addressing the world language ideas for language teacher

the past and current state of affairs

Preparing Diverse Candidates To Teach in Georgia Schools

Our goal is to recruit
candidates for
Georgia’s
classrooms who
reflect the diversity
of schools in
Georgia.

Comparison of the demographics of candidates admitted to GSU’s teacher preparation programs and
the diversity of Georgia P-12 students in public schools, reveal consistently similar patterns. Students
of color comprise 58-60% of the public school enrolment from 2014 to 2017. At the same time, approximately 58% of GSU’s admitted candidate pool was from ethnic and cultural background who have historically been underrepresented in the teaching force. GSU has met the goal of recruiting and admitting candidates whose diversity is representative of the students in Georgia Schools. In comparison to
the national statistics, the percentage of GSU candidates who are white (42%) is less than the percentage of students enrolled in P-12 public schools who are white (48%).

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 48% of students enrolling in
public schools in fall 2018 were white and 52% were students of color.
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Professional Educators
Induction Seminar
Fall 2018
145 Preservice Teachers Attended

Working with Our Partners to Help GSU
Candidates Go From Preservice to
Inservice

Seminar Topics:
●

Daily Demands of Teaching

●

Teacher Salaries

●

Retirement and Benefits

●

How the State Legislature Affects Public Education

●

Interviewing with a Principal

●

Principal Tips for a Terrific 1st Year

●

Human Resources Panel: Choosing a District and
Finding Employment

According to 93% of
attendees surveyed:

●

Meet ~N~Greet with HR Representatives

…. PEIS “was helpful to my
professional development as an
educator and reinforced my
confidence to create the career I
desire. “

P-12 Partners:
●

Atlanta, Clayton, Cobb, Decatur City, Dekalb, Fulton

●

Gwinnett, Henry, Kipp Metro Atlanta Charter
School

Attendees
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145 Preservice Teachers

Program Completers

GSU Completers From 2015-2017
Data Obtained from the GaPSC PPEM Dashboard

GSU Completers enter the program and exit the program with higher average GPS’s
than other institutions in Georgia. They also spend more time in Clinical Practice.

GSU

All EPPs

Similar EPPs

Completers (2015‑2017)

920

13,682

6,468

Average Entry GPA

3.36

3.28

3.30

Average Exit GPA

3.62

3.51

3.53

Average Clinical Practice Hours

965

622

645

13

15

15

Average Cooperating Teacher
Experience (Years)

Demographics of Completers: GSU, Georgia EPPS, and Similar EPPS

GSU
(N= 920)
Race/
Ethnicity

All EPPs
(N=13,682)

Similar EPPs
(N=6,468)

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

8 (1%)

43 (5%)

88 (.6%)

401 (3%)

36 (.5%)

165 (3%)

11 (1%)

57 (6%)

33 (.2%)

193 (1%)

20 (.3%)

137 (2%)

1

1

5

18

3

10

66 (7%)

280 (30%)

656 (5%)

2,312 (17%)

226 (3%)

1,022
(16%)

0

0

0

13

0

8

99 (11%)

294 (32%)

755 (12%)

3,351
(52%)

Multiple
race/
ethinicity

1

23 (3%)

27 (.2%)

120 (.8%)

9

1

Not reported

7

29 (3%)

194 (1%)

956 (7%)

121 (2%)

531 (8%)

Hispanic
Asian

American
Indian or
Alaskan Native
Black or
African
American
Native Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander
White

1,719 (13%) 6,947 (51%)

Program Completers - Diversity
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GAPSC—STANDARD 4
The provider demonstrates the impact of its completers on P-12 student learning and development, classroom instruction, and schools, and the satisfaction of its completers with the relevance and effectiveness of their preparation.
2015-2017 Graduates:
Employment as a Teacher—First Academic Year After Program Completion
Teaching Any Subject
Completers
Completers
Completers
from this EPP from all EPPs
similar EPPs

P-20

Teaching In Field of Preparation
Completers
Completers
Completers
from this EPP from all EPPs
similar EPPs

Collaborative
Region

n=920

n= 13682

n= 6468

n=920

n= 13682

n= 6468

Athens/Gwinnett

111 (12%)

1,761 (13%)

761 (12%)

98 (10%)

1,380 (10%)

622 (10%)

East
Metro Atlanta

4

422 (3%)

283 (4%)

3

360 (2%)

243 (4%)

562 (61%)

3,789 (28%)

2,088 (32%)

475 (52%)

3,212 (26%)

1,801 (28%)

1

569 (4%)

130 (2%)

1

458 (3%)

111 (2%)

Middle
Northeast

6

442 (3%)

65 (1%)

4

369 (2%)

57

Northwest

18 (2%)

1,032 (8%)

489 (7%)

11 (1%)

825 (6%)

401 (6%)

Southeast

4

1,102 (8%)

385 (6%)

4

911 (6%)

313 (5%)

Southwest

West

2

775 (5%)

290 (4%)

2

638 (4%)

224 (3%)

136 (15%)

1,300 (10%)

688 (11%)

117 (14%)

1,080 (8%)

576 (9%)

2015-2017 Graduates:
Student Growth Percentile Ratings—First Academic Year After Program Completion

Total GSU 15-17
completers rated
on Student
Growth
Percentiles:
267

100%

50%

0%

SGP
Rating
All GA Similar
Level GSU EPPs EPPs
1

1%

3%

3%

2

16%

18%

17%

3

78%

75%

77%

4

5%

4%

4%

1

2

3

4

SGP Rating Level
Completers from GSU
Completers from all EPPs
Completers from similar EPPs

Data provided from GaPSC PPEM Dashboard—Supplemental Data
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GSU Graduates’ Instructional Effectiveness:
Teacher Assessment on Performance Standards (TAPS)
Overall Rating Distribution ~ N: 742
GSU

All Similar
EPPs EPPs

100

Level I 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Level II 6.5% 4.1% 4.4%

Level III 91.1% 94.7% 94.4%

Level IV 2.3% 1.2% 1.2%
0

TAPS is one element of
GSU’s PPEM data. GSU
reached achieved an exemplary rating (4) on TAPS
for the PPEM. Data on
this page were provided
by GaPSC.

Level I

Level II

Level III

Level IV

GSU
State-wide
Similar EPP

N: 742
Data and Graphs Obtained from the GaPSC PPEM Dashboard

Average Scores by Standard
Note: The TAPS standard score range is 0-3, with 2 being the expected score for proficiency.
GSU

GSU’s 2.0
average was
slightly above
the state/
similar EPP’s
1.9 average in
providing an
Academically
Challenging
Environment.

All
Similar
EPPs
EPPs

1. Professional Knowledge

2.0

2.0

2.0

2. Instructional Planning

2.0

2.0

2.0

3. Instructional Strategies

2.0

2.0

2.0

4. Differentiated Instruction

1.9

2.0

1.9

5. Assessment Strategies

2.0

2.0

2.0

6. Assessment Uses

2.0

2.0

2.0

7. Positive Learning Environment

2.1

2.1

2.1

8. Academically Challenging Environment

2.0

1.9

1.9

9. Professionalism

2.1

2.1

2.1

10. Communication

2.0

2.0

2.0

20.2

20.1

20.1

Summative Average

GSU’s and
similar EPP’s
1.9 average
was slightly
below the
state’s 2.0
average in
providing
Differentiated
Instruction.

GSU’s Average Summative Score (20.2) was above the state average (20.1) and above the average of Similar EPPs.
Program Completers
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EMPLOYER SURVEYS
Only 16% of the Employers of GSU graduates responded to the 31 item Employer Survey (N=66). Efforts
are being made to encourage principals to respond to the survey to provide a more representative sample.
Survey Items Grouped as
InTasc Standards
InTASC Standard 1 (Survey
Questions 1, 2)
InTASC Standard 2 (Survey
Questions 7a, b, c, and d)
InTASC Standard 3 (Survey
Questions 3, 4, 5, 12, 20)
InTASC Standard 4 (Survey
Questions 9, 10, 11, 14)
InTASC Standard 5 (Survey
Questions 6, 13, 17, 18)
InTASC Standard 6 (Survey
Questions 15, 16, 21, 22, 23)
InTASC Standard 7 (Survey
Question 24)
InTASC Standard 8 (Survey
Questions 19, 25, 26)
InTASC Standard 9 (Survey
Questions 27, 28, 30)
InTASC Standard 10 (Survey
Questions 8, 29, 31)
Average Score
Responses
Response Rate

This EPP

All EPPs

Similar EPPs

3.12

3.26

3.27

3.08

3.12

3.11

3.07

3.19

3.18

3.10

3.18

3.19

3.09

3.16

3.16

3.02

3.14

3.14

3.03

3.13

3.13

3.11

3.20

3.21

3.20

3.29

3.28

3.16

3.28

3.28

3.09

3.19

3.19

66

1,709

833

16%

28%

28%

INDUCTEE SURVEYS
Only 9% of the GSU graduates teaching in public schools responded to the 32 item Inductee Survey (N=36).
The low response rate limits the degree to which patterns in this data are representative of our graduates.
Survey Items Grouped as
InTasc Standards
InTASC Standard 1 (Survey
Questions 1, 2, 3)
InTASC Standard 2 (Survey
Questions 8a, b, c,and d)
InTASC Standard 3 (Survey
Questions 4, 5, 6, 13, 21)
InTASC Standard 4 (Survey
Questions 10, 11, 12, 15)
InTASC Standard 5 (Survey
Questions 7, 14, 18, 19)
InTASC Standard 6 (Survey
Questions 16, 17, 22, 23, 24)
InTASC Standard 7 (Survey
Question 25)
InTASC Standard 8 (Survey
Questions 20, 26, 27)
InTASC Standard 9 (Survey
Questions 28, 29, 31)
InTASC Standard 10 (Survey
Questions 9, 30, 32)

This EPP

All EPPs

Similar EPPs

3.35

3.34

3.33

3.01

3.03

2.99

3.22

3.26

3.23

3.37

3.29

3.30

3.35

3.24

3.22

3.21

3.27

3.27

3.38

3.34

3.35

3.31

3.38

3.39

3.44

3.50

3.52

3.39

3.43

3.45

3.25

3.28

3.27

Responses

36

722

277

Response Rate

9%

11%

9%

Average Score
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PEF Advisory Board 2018
Feedback on Graduates
What do you see as our graduates’
strengths or challenges?
Advisory Board members noted GSU
completers are well prepared and they want
to hire as many as possible. Strengths
included the variety of experiences they
have had in field placements, their
experience working with diverse students,
strong content background of middle and
secondary educators, the pedagogical
approaches and nurturing of elementary
teachers and their ability to design
instruction. Graduates are also open to
feedback and very aware of their personal
identities and biases. They tend to be globally
minded and many have benefited from study
abroad experiences. Areas of challenges were
seen as those most difficult in general for new
teachers and included differentiating for
instruction, designing assessments for
learning, how to work with students in crisis
and how to maintain their own psychological
and emotional well-being.
Suggestions
included additional experiences in class
settings with specific populations (ie.
working with students with Autism),
additional preparation in how to work with
parents, and more opportunities for solo
teaching. In addition, interns might benefit
(a) from additional experiences and/or
knowledge
of
local
MetroAtlanta
communities, (b) from greater understanding
of distinctions between charter schools, not
for profit, private, and public charters, and
public schools, and (c) how to establish
routines and procedures.

What are new/additional ways we
might work with schools/districts to
support induction?
Some partners shared the ways in which GSU
faculty have supported induction activities
within their districts and the group discussed
expanding these types of collaborations. A
second suggestion was hosting a joint
meeting of interns, supervisors, and
cooperating teachers prior to opening school.

2018 CEHD Partnership Award
Alumni ~ Mr. Christopher Harden

Mr. Christopher Harden is the lead
hospital teacher and educational
advocate at Hughes Spalding Children’s
Hospital in Atlanta. In this role, he has
taught lessons, assisted children in
staying on track in school during their
hospital visits, worked with parents to
get appropriate educational help for
their children and created the first
college fair at Children’s Healthcare of
Atlanta. He previously served as a
classroom teacher and assistant
principal at Paul D. West Middle School
in East Point, Ga., where he developed
an after-school program for sixth
graders and conducted training on
developing strategies for success in
inclusive classroom environments.
Mr. Harden earned his bachelor’s degree
in music and an educational leadership
certificate from Georgia State University
in 1989 and 2000, respectively, and
earned his master’s degree in middle
grades education from Clark Atlanta
University in 2004.

Program Completers—Partnerships
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IMPACTING STUDENT LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
FACTORS IMPACTING OUR GRADUATES’ FIRST TWO YEARS
Overview


In 2018 we began conducting research to explore novice teachers’ personal experiences in trying to impact student learning and development.



This research uses Critical Incident methodology to build a composite picture of the factors in educator
preparation programs and in school systems these teachers feel helped or hindered their success at impacting student learning and development.



The intent is to annually collect data from GSU graduates who have completed their first or second year
of teaching, focusing each year on teachers hired by 1-2 Metro-Atlanta school districts.

Participants


15 in District A and 9 in District B



Had completed one to two years of teaching



12 different areas of certification.

Data Collection


45-60 minute interviews



Focus on (a) narratives of critical incidents where
graduates worked to impact student learning and
development and (b) descriptions of factors that
helped or hindered their ability to do so.

Critical Incident Technique


Based on Butterfield, Borgen, Maglio, and
Amundson’s (2009) description of the Critical Incident Technique first developed by Flanagan
(1954).



Uses participants’ lived experiences to draw insights into real world problems



Interview data with multiple individuals are used
to create a set of Critical Incidents which can describe and clarify contributing factors impacting
performance

FACTORS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Modeling


Seeing effective instruction modeled by others was identified by graduates as being helpful to their own
success and when such modeling was not available novice teachers underscored the absence as negatively
impacting their work. Candidates noted the value of faculty who modeled specific approaches (literature
circles, CRP, community building, open discussions, building rapport), the importance of observing high
quality teachers (both in student teaching and during their first years), and learning from co-teachers
(inclusion teachers and general education teachers).

30 Program Completers

Support or Lack of Support


Graduates also attributed their successful experiences to the support they received from faculty/
supervisors during the program and from the program cohort/peers. Support in the form of feedback on
teaching, assistance with planning were cited as helpful during the first two years in the field. Faculty and
peers from the cohort continued to work with new teachers and provide this support. In addition, the new
teachers attributed their effectiveness to support from school administrators, mentors, co-teachers in inclusion settings, other teachers in the school, coaches, and behavior interventionists.



The most frequently mentioned factor described as hindering graduates’ ability to impact learning and development was, conversely, a lack of support from the district or school personnel during their first year
(s). When mentors or administrators failed to provide valuable feedback, when EIP teachers were pulled
for other duties and not available to provide services to students, when mentors, administrators, or counselors failed to provide information or resources, these new teachers felt their ability to be effective was
negatively affected.



Professional development offered by the district, seemed most effective when focused on a particular area
over a span of time. Candidates found weekly sessions on behavior/classroom management or crisis intervention, endorsements leading to new credentials, and in-depth training on phonics/reading to be beneficial.

Program Content


Content from programs that graduates found to be helpful in their first year included Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy, classroom management and community building, building relationships with students and
how to advocate for students. Specific math and literacy content (anticipatory frameworks, direct instruction, literature circles), assessment, how to organize small group instruction were also underscored in
critical incidents where graduates impacted students positively. Other helpful factors were learning how
to critically reflect, edTPA (for planning / context of learning and how to link assessment/instruction),
and how to diversify instruction.



When describing factors that hindered their effectiveness, the new teachers felt they needed additional
practical strategies for reading instruction, for teaching grammar, and for teaching special education
learners, more classroom management techniques, more knowledge and experience with co-teaching and
RTI, additional focus on legal issues and special education, and increased information on how to teach to
the standards.

School Context


When school context was mentioned by the new teachers, the factor was cited as hindering their effectiveness. Among the contextual elements that inhibited their effectiveness, graduates most frequently discussed (a) the lack of respect of special education inclusion teachers which led to their being pulled out of
their classrooms to substitute for others or to monitor tests, (b) school cultures which were restrictive,
( c) an overemphasis on testing, and (d) lack of resources.



Positive school context factors cited as helping new teachers focused on a climate of collaboration.

Program Completers
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GSU TEACHER PREPARATION
DASHBOARD
GSU Completers of Initial Preparation Programs Teaching in Ga Public Schools

Employed as
Teachers

Teaching in
Urban
Schools

Retention 1
Year Out

Retention 2
Years Out

Urban

Urban

349

292 (84%)

195 (67%)

190 (97%)

183 (94)

2016

270

220 (81%)

150 (56%)

148 (99%)

2017

257

204 (79%)

152 (75%)

Completion
Year

Completers

2015

School Systems Employing GSU New Teachers 2013-2017
Year of Completion

Number of Counties Hiring
GSU New Teachers

2017

27

Gwinnett, Fulton/APS, Dekalb, Clayton

2016

25

DeKalb, Fulton, Gwinnett, APS, Clayton

2015

24

DeKalb, Fulton, APS, Gwinnett, Clayton

2014

25

DeKalb, Gwinnett, Fulton, APS, Cobb/Clayton

2013

24

DeKalb, Fulton, Gwinnett, APS, Cobb

Top 5 Systems Employing GSU New Teachers

2018-2019 Clinical Practice and Induction Committee Members
Robert Rice (CPS)

Elizabeth Pittard (ECEE)

Gregory Middleton (EPS)

Nicole McCluney (KH)

Tracy McKinney (LS)

Caroline Sullivan, Chair (MSE)

Jennifer Hamrock (Art)

Paula Garrett-Rucks (WLC)

Martin Norgaard (Music)

Telmeko Ransom (Perimeter)

Brian Thoms (Physics/Astr)

Tyanne Pethel (Office of Field Placements—ex officio)

Gwen Benson (CEHD Dean’s Office -ex officio)

Laurie Forstner (CEHD Dean’s Office—ex officio)
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